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Bellis perennis - Belladonna
COMMON RUBRICS

Ailments from; sexual; excesses102 [62]
Anxiety; pains, from; heart, in and about119 [n] op.54
Cheerfulness, gaiety, happiness, mirth; thunders and lightens, when it193 calc.184 carc.122 caust.185 lyc.14*
sep.

Confusion of mind119 [325]
Despair; pains, with the102 [31] aur. ign. nat-m.185 nat-s.185
Dreams; anger149 [60] am. bry. mag-c. nux-v. phos. staph.

exciting119 [is] phos.54

vexatious119 [123] asar. carbn-s.58 graph. sulph.

Dullness, sluggishness, difficulty of thinking and comprehending119 [369]
Excitement, excitable149 [293]
Idiocy122 [54] ign.5 laur.5 sec.

Irritability149 [441]
Prostration of mind, mental exhaustion, brain fag; pollutions, after85 p] cypr.sigels.5tphos,'* sei.
Restlessness, nervousness144 [437]
SlowneSS149 [83] bar-c."1 bry.5 con. hell, ph-ac.5 phos.

BELLADONNA

(BELL.)

227 Unique remedy rubrics, 1273 Common rubrics
UNIQUE REMEDY RUBRICS

Anguish; noon1
sleep; preventing36
weeping, with36
Anxiety; air; open, in; tearful36

alternating with; mania10
rage10

chest, in; heart, region of; supper, after
cramp; bladder, in neck of58

fly away, as if she must, no peace anywhere54

pleasurable events, over formerly anricipated36
pressure; chest; in, from1
redness of the face, with10
Biting; night
CHILDREN, IN122

meningitis, in8
Break things, desire to; pins
Cheerfulness, gaiety, happiness, mirth; alternating with; dancing5
Confusion of mind; delirium, after54
Croaking; sleep, in
Dancing; alternating with sighing, moaning1
Death; desires; alternating with; rage10
rage, during intervals of54
walking in open air, while
Delirium; alternating with; complaining10
lethargy36
anxious; imaginary things, of4
apoplexy, after10
arms; throws about feebly
blessing, asks a36
carotids, with pulsating54
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Delirium (cont.)

cheerful, gay; rage, changing fo54
climbs walls162
contortion of limbs, with54
erysipelas; during8
after10

eyes; injected, with54
fa.ce; livid, with54
fever; after typhoid10

flighty, not conscious of being; closed, as soon as eyes are54
grimaces, with54
incoherent; night, at36
laughing; wildly36
lips, with moving, as if talking36
motion; violent, with54
mouth; moves lips as if talking
prostration, followed by54
recurrifig, in spasms54
shirt, runs about in his10
strike, disposed to54
summer complaints, in, with starting and itching8
swallow, cannot54
teeth, grinding54
terror, expression of36
throwing from; height, a36
tumor, on disappearance of54
urinates outside the pot
Delusions, imaginations; animals, of; bats, of10
bulls, of10
cockroaches; swarmed about the room
creeping, of; shirt, about in54
dark colored

fierce, with horns and bushy heads54

fire, in the
insects; sees; shining
ox, riding an
snakes; crimson, or, fastening around his neck
turtles, sees large, in room
unclean
beautiful, wonderful; Images, presenting themselves to her as if by charm54
bed; someone; tries to take away the bed cloths
swimming1
body, body parts; head; transparent and speckled brown
nose; transparent, has a
sink down between the thighs, will
spotted brown, is
tongue; pulling out his, someone is
burnt, everything at home is10
child; sitting on low benches in rows as in a schoolroom8
contests, sees10 cucumbers, on the bed
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Delusions, imaginations (cont.)
dead; corpse; tall yellow, trying to share bed with him and promptly ejected
dreaming when awake, he is
drinking
fire; sees; home, on distant
floating in air; evening
gallows, of, with fear
gathering objects from pictures and walls, he is36
giants, sees
head, heads; friend's head stick out of a bottle, sees
juggler, he is a
magician, is a
masks, sees; laughing, at night in bed54
noise, hears; bed, under1
objects; glittering
pleasing; morning after sleep
delirium, in54
policeman; physician is a
sensations, misrepresents his
soldier; sees; capture him, that will10
spectres, ghosts, spirits, sees; fire, in
stabbed a person who passed him on the street, he
stranger, strangers; snatching at her54

talking; sister, with his dead; churchyard, in10
touch everything
trees are people in fantastic costume, afternoon, while riding
visions, has; hide, wishes to54
monsters; delirium, in54
Dreams; giants; pursued by
people, of; occupied with36
pursued, of being; giants, by
robbers; street robbers54
running36
Dullness, sluggishness, difficulty of thinking and comprehending; alternating with; dim vision1
delirium; in146
Eating; spoon, cannot eat with a36
Escape, attempts to; street, into; gesticulating and dancing in their shirts54
Excitement, excitable; eating amel.58
Exhilaration; eruption, with scarlet54
Fear; alternating with; rage10
animals, of; imaginary
wolves, of8

approaching; others, of; starting, with5*
breathing, of8
fire; loss by, of10
gallows, of the
imaginary things; delirium, in54
jumps; touch, on
people, of, anthropophobia; standing near
putrefy, body will Frightened
easily; liquids, at sight of36
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Gestures, makes; convulsive, spasmodic; drink, at sight of
drinking, as if10
grasping or reaching at something; picks at; bed clothes, carphologia; looking for
something lost, as if54
things in the air54
involuntary motions of the hands; hasty
pouring from hand to hand, as if picking up and
Grimaces; convulsions; during54
talking, while1
Howling; rage, from, in children54
Hydrophobia; spasms renewed by contact54
Impulse, morbid; run, to, dromomania; fright, after54
Indifference, apathy; alternating with; sensitiveness10
Insanity, madness; cold, after taking10
dancing, with; and stripping himself22
gesticulations, with36
headache; front54
putting his tongue out, clicking, distortion of face, with10
throwing stones10
Jumping; bed, out of; returning to bed
continually,and36
children; chairs, tables and stove, on54
Lamenting, bemoaning, wailing; alternating with; delirium
Lasciviousness, lustfulness; voluptuous ideas, pleasure only in
Laughing; alternating with; talking36
annoying
grinning122
touches things around her54
Loathing; general; walking in open air10
Mania, madness; alternating with; loathing10
drinking; acts as if she was54
eyes; immovable*
open, staring54
jumps over chairs and tables36
scratching themselves36
spit and bite at those around him, would54
waking, on10
Moaning, groaning; alternating with; dancing10
songs, gambols36
26
amel.
brain diseases, in8
erysipelas, in8
Mood; repulsive; everything; done to him36
Morose, cross, fretful, ill-humor, peevish; abortion, in threatening26
Muttering; confused54
Play; desire to, playful; hide and seek, at54
Praying; killed, to be30
Pull, desires to; teeth, one's
Rage, fury; alternating with; anxiety10
desire for death10
fear10
delivery, parturition, during54
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